Good information is essential for good government, whether we are talking about decisions by citizens at the polls or the actions of the elected officials who represent them. Are citizens and policymakers getting the information they need? Are they using available information to guide their decisions? If not, what can be done to promote more informed policy choices? Please join us for a wide-ranging discussion of this important topic.

**ADMISSION IS FREE, BUT PLEASE RSVP HERE.**

“DISINFORMATION AND DEMOCRACY” PROFESSOR LANCE BENNETT (POLITICAL SCIENCE AND COMMUNICATION)
“THE EXISTENTIAL CRISIS IN JOURNALISM” PROFESSOR MATT POWERS (COMMUNICATION)

“NAVIGATING THE WILD WEST OF INFORMATION” PROFESSOR MARK SMITH (POLITICAL SCIENCE)

“WAR POWERS AND EXECUTIVE CONTROL OF INFORMATION” PROFESSOR BECCA THORPE (POLITICAL SCIENCE)

People Involved:  W. Lance Bennett   Mark Alan Smith   Rebecca U. Thorpe
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